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Background: With the expansion of scientific documents worldwide and the growth of Iranian articles published in recent years, highly sensitive electronic resources containing scientific studies can be of great help to researchers at different stages of research. This study has been conducted to examine the sensitivity of domestic and international databases to locate Iranian articles related to substance abuse disorders or addiction.

Methods: Iranian articles in three domestic databases (Iranpsych, Iranmedex, and SID) and three international databases (PsycInfo, Embase, and Medline) were compared, separately. All articles in English or Persian related to the subject in one year period (2002) were selected by two reviewers. The log linear model was applied to estimate the total number of articles and sensitivity of each database.

Results: As a whole, 129 Persian articles and 29 English articles related to addiction were found in six domestic and international databases. Among domestic databases the sensitivity of each database (Iranpsych, Iranmedex, and SID) was estimated to be 66.5, 55.7 and 40.5%, respectively. Among the international databases (PsycInfo, Embase and Medline) were estimated to have 22.1, 19.1 and 17.6% coverage, respectively. A crossover search of articles retrieved from domestic databases showed that 11.6% of the Iranian articles had been published in English in international journals.

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that after searching at least one general and one specialized Iranian database, 80% of studies relevant to addiction in Iran can be accessed. Introduction of developing countries’ domestic databases can be beneficial in a more comprehensive access to scientific documentations.
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Introduction

Due to “information explosion”, busy clinicians and health care providers find it difficult to keep themselves up-to-date. Studies show that as of 2001, over 3 billion scientific documentations have been registered on the internet, of which 2% are health-related. Data have shown that the aforementioned number doubles every 173 days. The expansion of scientific evidence and documents in various medical fields in a country is a sign of the promotion of research. And fortunately, Iran has also developed by expanding its scientific researches; and between the years 1992 and 2002 Iranian articles have shown a 733% growth.

The evidence based medicine movement and ever growing success of systematic reviews in introducing interventions in health necessitate the existence of highly sensitive databases that would allow access to studies and systematic reviews with the least selection bias. If we are to look at the...
subject from a researcher’s point of view who is going to do a primary research; it is obvious that he would have to review the literature for many reasons: to avoid useless and parallel work which waste human and financial resources as well as time, to use others’ experiences, to learn other studies’ strengths and weaknesses, and in many cases to determine the sample size and perform the study correctly. Therefore access to relevant studies and data on a subject, especially if it is comprehensive enough, is essential in the primary stages of designing a research study.

According to a study conducted by the Ministry of Health and Medical Education's Applied Research Secretariat substance abuse disorders came in third in its burden of disease in men, preceded by traffic accidents and coronary diseases. Substance abuse disorders are among the first top ten of disease in both genders. Access to valid data on nationwide addiction is hence required for planning and correct allocation of resources. Specific cultural and social characteristics and native variables make it a necessity to use national research. Fortunately, nowadays there are a good number of mental health publications in the country. Their data could easily be accessed if databases existed in the country.

One of the ways of accessing scientific evidence throughout the world is by using electronic databases that register scientific evidence. However, this question has always kept researchers thinking: to what extent do these databases cover the concerned researches. In recent years Iran a few databases has been created. Three of them have been selected for evaluation in this study: 'Iranian Database of Medical Articles' (Iranmedex), 'Scientific Information Database' (SID), and Iran’s Database of Mental Health Studies (Iranpsych). A brief introduction on these databases and their characteristics at the time of this study (June to August 2007) is presented in Annex 1.

Determining the facilities of databases is important to researchers, because there are now a large number of international databases and domestic ones are developing fast. The sensitivity of a database in its access to data and access to full texts help researchers set their expectations while designing their studies, especially secondary research in order to have an estimate of the validity of their search.

In this study we have used the capture-recapture method for estimating addiction-related studies in this country. This method has been used to estimate hidden populations such as substance abusers, illegal drug abusers, prostitutes and the homeless. The simplest type of capture-recapture model is the ‘two sample model’. Here a sample is captured from a specific population, tagged, and returned to the same population, recaptured, and a second sampling is done. Using the number of cases captured in both samples an estimate is made of the total population size. Few studies have used this technique for evaluating the sensitivity of databases and examining the completeness of a systematic search. However, none of the studies have examined Iranian databases.

In this study we have attempted to examine the sensitivity and number of addiction-related articles in domestic and international databases by the capture-recapture method. Also, three domestic and international databases have been compared separately for Iranian articles.

**Materials and Methods**

All articles related to the subject in English or Persian published in 2002 were searched with a certain search strategy in the three domestic databases of Iranpsych, Iranmedex and SID as well as the three international databases of PsycInfo, Embase, and Medline. The search strategy for Iranian databases included all English and Persian keywords related to substance abuse, addiction and names of drugs. For international databases, all geographical locations including name of the country, universities and major cities were searched and combined with the names of drugs, and keywords related to substance abuse. Finally, the results were limited to the period of the study. There was no limitation regarding experimental studies carried out on animals if they were related to substances. Abstracts were obtained through the internet and were sufficient in determining the subject relevance.

The articles were evaluated both for their subject relevance and the abovementioned criteria by two independent reviewers and their particulars were noted in the evidence table. The total number of relevant articles and the number of articles separately retrieved from each database were determined at this stage.

One of the important assumptions of the capture-recapture method is the independence of databases. When there are two sources then there is...
no choice but to have two independent databases. In a similar study, three databases were included the log linear model can be applied to enter more than two sources as well as the dependency of the data sources. Log-linear is a model that adjusts more than two cases taking into consideration their dependency by including interaction terms. In this way no bias will be created in the estimates if the prerequisite of source independence does not exist.

As a result, this model can be applied to estimate articles not displayed in any of the databases (X in Tables 1–3 of the results) and also to the estimate of the total number of eligible studies (N in Tables 1–3). Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) is the main criteria for model selection in log-linear. The best model is indicated by the smallest AIC.

Results

Upon examining abstracts and deleting repetitive articles in each database, a total of 129 and 29 addiction-related articles in Persian and English respectively, were found in all six domestic and international databases. In the domestic databases, 129 Persian and 11 English articles were found. The total number of Iranian articles published in English was 29; 27 of which were published in non-Iranian journals and 2 published in English Iranian journals, respectively.

It is worth mentioning here that Iranpsych and SID respectively displayed 35 and 14 Iranian articles published in non-Iranian journals; but Iranmedex only displayed articles published in Iranian journals that were both in Persian and English. Since our objective was to compare databases that displayed Iranian journals’ articles; the articles published in international journals were not considered in the evaluation of Iranian databases sensitivity.

The numbers of addiction-related articles recaptured separately for each database was as follows: 105 from Iranpsych, 88 from Iranmedex, 64 from SID, 15 from Medline, 13 from PsychInfo and 12 from Embase.

A comparison of unique articles in the databases showed that among domestic and international databases, Iranpsych and Medline contained more unique articles as compared to the other databases (Table 1). Unique articles are those articles which are exclusively recaptured from the same database and not appeared in other databases. Diagrams 1 and 2 demonstrate the coverage and overlap of Iranian and international databases with respect to addiction related articles. The log linear model results have been shown in Tables 2 and 3. Among domestic databases the model with the lowest AIC and the highest fit, was a model that had an interaction with Iranmedex-SID; the number of addiction-related articles that haven’t been displayed in any of the three domestic databases would therefore be 18. The total number of studies related to addiction in a year was therefore estimated to be 158 (CI95%: 152 – 190). It should be kept in mind that 158 is not the number of articles observed, but the total estimate of possible eligible studies related to the subject including those which were found by three databases as well as those that were hidden and not captured by them. On these grounds, the sensitivity of the three databases of Iranpsych, Iranmedex and SID were estimated to be 66.5, 55.7 and 40.5% respectively. Based on the findings of the current study, searching Iranpsych alone will yield 66.5% of the country’s Persian addiction-related articles. If both Iranpsych and Iranmedex are searched then the sensitivity will reach 85% (95%CI: 78 – 90). Adding SID to the search will only raise the sensitivity of the search by 4%, i.e. to 89% (95%CI: 83 – 93). Here, we must keep in mind that the articles related to addiction in Iran and published in non-Iranian journals were only displayed in Iranpsych and SID and therefore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Number of Persian articles</th>
<th>Number of English articles</th>
<th>Total number of articles</th>
<th>Number of unique articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iranpsych</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iranmedex</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medline</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsychInfo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embase</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Since searches within domestic and international databases were not done for a similar period of time (1381 Solar Hegira and 2002 Christian calendar), comparison between domestic and international databases based on data of this table is not applicable.
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Among international databases the model with the lowest AIC and the highest fitness was a model that had an interaction with Embase-PsychInfo; the number of addiction-related articles that were not displayed in any of the three databases would therefore be 39. The total number of studies related to addiction in 2002 was therefore estimated to be 68 (CI95%: 40 – 165). On these grounds, the coverage of each of the databases of Medline, PsychInfo and Embase were estimated to be 22.1, 19.1, and 17.6%, respectively. A simultaneous search in Medline and PsychInfo had a 37% (95%CI: 25 – 49) sensitivity. Adding Embase to this search improved the sensitivity by only 6%, i.e. to 43% (95%CI: 31 – 55).

Upon comparison of two domestic and international databases i.e. Iranpsych and Medline respectively), we discovered that out of 129 Persian addiction-related articles published in 1381 in Persian-Iranian journals; 15 (11.6%) English versions of the articles had been indexed in Medline. For this purpose we expanded the search year and did not limit the search to 2002.

Discussion

The current study is the first of its kind to compare Iranian databases and estimate the total number of substance-abuse related articles by the capture-recapture method. Though similar studies elsewhere have examined other subjects with different methods in databases and compared their coverage on that specific subject.15 Among these are a simple descriptive comparison of retrieved and unique articles, and determination of the recall index of seven databases (Medline, CINAHL, Caredata, PsycLIT, Cochrane Library, Sociofile and Social Science Citation Index) on the subject of rehabilitation of individuals with severe mental disorders in Brettle et al.’s study,14 or comparison of various methods of evaluating publication bias namely Funnel plot and capture-recapture in three electronic search sources, manual/hand searching and search by experts in Bennett et al.’s study.16

Based on the findings of this study, a total of 158 articles related to addiction in 2002 were displayed in six domestic and international databases. The Iranian articles in Persian and English were examined separately in the three domestic databases of Iranpsych, Iranmedex, and SID. Likewise articles in non-Iranian journals were separately examined in the three international databases of Medline, PsychInfo and Embase. It was estimated that 18 Iranian articles in Persian

Table 2. Characteristics of log linear fitness models in three domestic databases in 1381 (Solar Hegira calendar)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log linear model</th>
<th>df*</th>
<th>G2*</th>
<th>AIC*</th>
<th>X*</th>
<th>N*</th>
<th>CI95% for N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IM*, IP*, SID*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>147 – 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×IP, SID</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>143 – 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×SID, IP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>150 – 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID×IP, IM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>147 – 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×SID, SID×IP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>152 – 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×SID, IP×IM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>147 – 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×IP, SID×IP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>143 – 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM×SID, IM×IP, SID×IP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>150 – 297</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*df=degree of freedom; AIC=akaike information criterion; BIC=Bayesian Information Criterion; IM=Iranmedex; IP=Iranpsych; SID=Scientific Information database; G2= AIC = G2 – 2 (d.f.)

Table 3. Characteristics of log linear fitness models in three international databases in 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log linear model</th>
<th>df*</th>
<th>G2*</th>
<th>AIC*</th>
<th>X*</th>
<th>N*</th>
<th>CI95% for N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ML*, EB*, PI*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35 – 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×EB, PI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32 – 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×PI, EB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31 – 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI×EB, ML</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-3.72</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>40 – 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×PI, ML×EB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>34 – 435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×PI, ML×EB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30 – 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×PI, PE×EB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>35 – 539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML×PI, ML×EB, PI×EB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>32 – 3027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*df=degree of freedom; AIC=Akaike Information Criterion; BIC=Bayesian Information Criterion; G2= AIC = G2 – 2 (d.f.); ML=Medline; EB=Embase; PI=PsycInfo

* An estimate of articles not displayed in any of the domestic databases.

+ An estimate of the total number of addiction-related articles.
and English were not seen in any of the domestic databases. Similarly, the number of Iranian addiction related articles in 2002 that were not displayed in any of the international databases were 39.

Access to Iranian articles published in non-Iranian journals indexed in Iranpsych and Iranmedex confirmed our estimations of the international databases. The present study revealed that a total of 37 Iranian articles published in non-Iranian journals were indexed in Iranmedex and Iranpsych that had not been displayed in any of the concerned international databases. The other reason behind this rationale is McDonald et al.’s study\(^\text{16}\) in which the number of psychiatry journals displayed in Medline, PsycLIT, Embase and Biosis had been compared. There the results showed 52\% of psychiatry journals had been displayed in these four databases. Researchers were advised to search more than two databases to ensure a complete coverage in search because of the overlap in databases.

A cross-sectional search of recaptured articles from domestic databases revealed that 11.6 \% of Iranian studies had been published in English in non-Iranian journals. Researchers and especially those doing systematic reviews must take this matter into account.

The four assumptions of capture-recapture will help us more in ascertaining the authenticity of the results. The first assumption of capture-recapture is that the population is closed. The sources currently used in this study are databases containing articles. No doubt databases are not confined systems and the interval between updates, especially in international databases is short (e.g. in Medline updates are weekly), though this duration is longer in domestic databases. However, in order to observe this principle in our study, the publication date was limited in the search. That is why the year

\[\text{Diagram 1. The Venn diagram shows the number of addiction-related articles in Iranian journals published in 1381 (Solar Hegira calendar) and displayed in three domestic databases}\]

\[\text{Diagram 2. The Venn diagram shows the number of addiction-related articles in international journals published in 2002 and displayed in three international databases}\]
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1381 (Solar Hegira calendar for Iranian databases) and 2002 (Christian calendar for international databases) was chosen, so that by the time of the study, i.e. 2008, the process of entering articles into the bank had been completed.

The second assumption is the ability to identify common cases among the lists. Since all the particulars used to identify common cases (including authors' names, journal title, article title, abstract and publication date) were present in all these lists, this principle has been observed, too. The possibility of erring at the time of registering the study's particulars has also been overcome by examining the abstracts for possessing the inclusion criteria.

In the third assumption we should have independent lists or the capture in each occasion should be independent. It was possible to find the same study in more than one database, [it seems that at times some Iranian databases find and index articles from other resources]. Although the third assumption of independent lists was not followed but the results were not affected because three sources were present for each domestic and international database, and the log linear model was used.

The fourth assumption is the dependency of capture on individual characteristics. The characteristics of each study such as title, abstract and keywords were the same in every database they were displayed in. The only thing that sets the databases apart from each other are their search engines, though this problem is seen less in international databases. Advanced search, search of keywords and MeSH terms are possible with little differences in the three databases of Medline, PsycInfo and Embase. On the other hand, there were multiple problems in searching Iranian databases. Problems such as ‘absence of an advanced search at the time of this study’, ‘lack of simultaneous acceptance of Boolean operators of "and", "or", "without", and use of two-word keywords in parentheses’, and ‘not being able to use multiple keywords simultaneously’ were seen in all three databases. Since the possibility of recapturing articles in different databases was heterogeneous, we even had to enter the keywords one by one and study the articles visually in order to put the repetitive cases aside. This was done to ensure the sensitivity of our search.

Apart from the fact that addiction is a mental disorder and is closely related to other clinical diseases, it also has social and humanistic dimensions. If all the dimensions of addiction-related articles are to be registered, then all journals related to social and human sciences, sociology and education need to be included, too. Iranpsych gives the most coverage for clinical, para-clinical, and social and human science journals; the total number of articles and the number of unique articles registered in this bank also support this observation.

Our findings suggest that by searching at least one general and one specialized Iranian database, over 80% of addiction-related studies of the country can be accessed. Researchers doing a systematic review however, definitely need comprehensive sources of high sensitivity to find documents related to their subject. Our findings suggest that researchers should consider the limitations of domestic and international databases and search at least two databases in each category to increase the sensitivity of their search strategy.

This study is representative of the fact that many systematic reviews conducted worldwide that confine themselves to searching international databases miss many of the developing countries’ documents such as Iran.

Domestic data banks’ authorities should introduce themselves at an international level to give other researchers the chance to more exclusively use domestic study findings.
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Annex 1. Brief explanation of Iranian databases:

- ‘Iranpsych’ was run in March 2004 by the ‘National Medical Research Center’. This database is a site specifically devoted to studies published on mental health and related to Iranian populations and/or research conducted in Iran in domestic and international journals and conference proceedings. At the time of this study there were almost 5000 and 1400 articles indexed in the Persian and English languages respectively. (http://iranpsych.tumc.ac.ir)

- ‘Scientific Information Database’ (SID) has been established in August 2004 by ‘Jahad-e-Daneshgah’ which is a non-profit and non-governmental organization. It has a wide range of subject coverage including health, humanities, social sciences, engineering, agriculture and basic sciences. SID serves both Persian and English articles and more than 170,000 records were available in this database at the time of searching for this study. (www.sid.ir)

- ‘Iranian Database of Medical Articles’ (Iranmedex) was run in June 2004 by a private sector. More than 39,500 health related articles from Iranian journals in both Persian and English were covered by this database. (www.iranmedex.com)